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one of our Political Typology groups is your . This exercise is a great way to get students
involved in political discourse and to help them differences in perspective between our two
primary political parties.Take the internet's most unbiased and accurate political quiz.
Determine which party you fit into on different categories.Has there ever been a president from a
political party other than Republican or. A multiple-choice quiz that will challenge your
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Quiz. Take the Quiz now and find out where you fit on the political map! The RED DOT on the
Chart shows where you fit on the . Are you a Democrat or a Republican? Take the quiz to find
out Take this quiz! What is your stance on abortion? What do you think about the death penalty?
Jan 29, 2014 . While the two-party system dominates American politics, smaller parties often
better represent an individual's ideology. Take the quiz to find out .
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